We offer many detail parts to complete your scene such as crates, barrels, 55
gallon steel drums, pallets, trash cans, electric meter assembly and other
accessories for your scene.
All these items are available separately at:

www.frenchmanriver.com
Thank you for purchasing this kit. We hope you enjoy building and displaying this Jones
Brothers Garage as much as we have enjoyed producing it. If you have any questions or
comments, please email us at: frenchmanriver@gmail.com or send a letter to the address
below.

Made in the USA
Frenchman River Model Works
PO Box 86
Langdon, ND 58249
(701) 256-2129
www.frenchmanriver.com
Frenchman River Model Works reserves the right to change or alter this kit without prior
notice. This kit, its contents, and its packaging are all ©opyright protected.
© 2022 James and Anna Cleveland
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handed, start at the right side of the stencil and carefully, very lightly dry brush
white across the letters, working your way to the left. Reverse this if you’re left
handed. Repeat for the second stencil.
4. Final Assembly. Glue the smoke jack into the hole you drilled. Mark and drill
holes in the building for the “Garage” Sign. Trim wires to desired length and glue in
place. Glue the glazing into the appropriate doors and windows. You may glue the
doors and windows into their openings. The garage door may be positioned and glued
in place. If you would like to depict it mostly open, you can score and cut off the
upper sections to allow it to be all the way up. For our display we used some scrap
wood to create “L” shaped slides inside the opening for the door to be positioned up
or down. You can use a piece of
your own tubing or dowel to
simulate the post for the car
lift if you want it in the raised
position. The post should be
about 1/8” or slightly larger in
diameter. We recommend that
it be painted silver. The car
lift can be placed inside or
outside the building. (*NOTE:
If this is modeled as a car lift
in the upright position, we do
not recommend leaving a heavy
vehicle on it as the resin may
sag over time with the added
weight.) Cut out and apply the
signs.

The 3 Jones Brothers, being hard drinking and rowdy young men
growing up in the 20's and 30's, developed quite the reputation for
being excellent automobile mechanics as well as creative backwoods
engineers. There is even a photograph of an innovative rear engine
automobile that they created using different assorted car parts way
before this was a common practice. Sadly, it has disappeared
somewhere in the family archives. Yes, this is a true family tale.

Cautions
Kit contains small and/or sharp parts
NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 14
Always wear your safety glasses when you are working with CA glues and
when cutting, shaping, or snipping parts and when painting.
Also use adequate ventilation when working with glue or paint.
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Kit Contents
Resin Parts
1
1
2
1
6
2
1
1
1

Front Wall
Back Wall
Side Walls
Garage Door
Single Tires
Garage Sign
Halves
Junk Pile*
Car Lift
Meter Set*

* designed by Thomas Yorke
** Tichy parts
***Trout Creek Eng.

Miscellaneous Parts
3
1
1
1
2
1

1/16 x 1/16 Lumber
Card Sub Roof
Tar Paper Material
Smoke Jack***
Steel Drums w/ lids***
Stencil Set

1
1
3
2
1

Sign Set
Wire
Windows w/ Glazing**
Man Doors w/ Glazing**
Window Glazing

Kit Notes
This is the first kit in the Stinkwater Crik lineup. It is an original design by James and Anna
Cleveland with all original masters hand worked and detailed by James Cleveland unless
otherwise noted

JONES BROTHERS GARAGE
Clean up any “flash” on the resin castings. Wash all resin parts in warm soapy
water, rinse and dry. Any bubbles in the resin can easily be filled with a drop
of CA glue or hobby putty. Allow to dry and sand flush with the part being
careful to not sand off any details.
Please read through the instructions and study the plans and photos before starting
any assembly.
1. Assemble. Assemble the 4 walls being sure to note that the front and rear walls
have brick details on the edges of the walls that line up with the side wall brick
details. Use CA glue to assemble. Next, decide how steep you want your roof. Ours in
the photos is fairly steep to allow the car lift to be placed inside the building. Glue
the 1/16” x 1/16” wood strips along the inside of each side wall as well as the back of
the front wall. This will provide a support for the sub roof. Cut the card sub roof to
fit and glue in place allowing a slight over hang at the rear of the building. See
drawings. Cut the tar paper into strips (we usually cut these to scale 3 or 4’ widths)
and glue in place starting at the bottom and working up the roof using white glue and
allow to dry. Don’t glue these too neatly, wrinkles look great. Decide where you want
to place the smoke jack and drill a 3/32” hole through the wall. After drilling this
hole, be sure and spread a small amount of hobby putty or dry wall mud/spackle to
simulate a mortared installation. Assemble and glue the 2 halves of the “Garage”
sign together. Dill 2 .025” holes into the edge of the sign. Cut the supplied wire in
half and glue one wire into each hole. Don’t worry about the length of these wires
yet. The extra length is useful to hold on to while painting it.

Sinkwater Crik Models Jones Brothers Garage
2. Paint. Here are some tips to achieve results as shown in the pictures on our
website (www.frenchmanriver.com). We spray painted the building, doors and windows
an off white color to achieve light colored mortar as well as give a good color base to
begin with. The rest of the paints used were acrylic hobby/craft paint unless
otherwise noted. For the brick on the building, dry brush burnt sienna over all of the
bricks being careful to only paint the tops of the bricks leaving the mortar lines
white. After this dries, put a drop of Christmas Red and a drop of Orange paint on
your palette so that they are touching, but not mixed. Lightly dip a flat brush into
the paint where the colors touch so that half of the brush is red and half is orange.
Gently tap the paint into the brush on the palette (not in the paint) to slightly mix
the paint and to get any excess off the brush. Carefully dry brush this over the
burnt sienna, again making sure the mortar lines stay white. The paint won’t totally
mix, but the slight variation in the color adds depth to the brick. Repeat until you
have the desired color. Paint the lintels above the doors, windows and the top of the
front wall as well as the foundation a warm gray such as Cobblestone. For the stones,
put a drop or two of several neutral earth tones such as brown oxide, grays, raw
sienna, etc and just start randomly painting stones. When you finish one color don’t
rinse your brush, just move on to the next and allow the colors to blend on the next
stones. Once this is dry, apply a black wash to tie everything together and add depth
to the colors as well as settle into and accent the details. When this is dry, use white
to dry brush everything to bring out the textures and details. Paint all the doors and
windows whatever color you would like. We used a satin Italian Olive spray paint for
our building doors and windows. The garage door was lightly sanded to distress it
after painting and then a brown wash over it to further age it. Don’t forget to dry
brush white to pop the details out. The smoke jack, tire stack, single tires and junk
pile were all spray painted flat black. Once this is dry, paint the individual car parts
in the junk pile the appropriate color. Add a weathered rust wash on the junk pile and
the smoke jack. This wash can be something like Dr Ben’s Weathering Solution or
even a thinned down burnt sienna acrylic paint. Then repeat with a fresh rust wash.
When this is dry, again dry brush everything with white to bring out the details.
Don’t forget the tires on this step. The Garage Sign was painted yellow and then the
letters were carefully painted black. We dry brushed black very lightly over the sign
to add age and tone down the yellow. The car lift was spray painted a glossy red.
When this was dry, weathered rust was applied followed by fresh rust and then dry
brushed with white. The meter set was painted silver and the dial was painted white
and aged with a bit of rust.
3. The Stencil. Position the “GARAGE” stencil in the middle of the top of the front
of the building. Use the brick lines to help you keep it straight. Using a pencil,
carefully mark each end of the stencil. Remove the stencil. Load a flat paint brush
very lightly with black paint and carefully paint the inside of the rectangle you
marked out. Don’t make this too dark. Less is more here especially if you want an
aged look. Repeat with the “JONES BROS.” stencil. You now have 2 black rectangles
on your building. The next part is a bit tricky, but isn’t as hard as it sounds. Place the
first stencil back in place. Being careful to not shift the stencil, if you’re right
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